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1. Introduction  

Magnetic bio-detection constitutes a large area of research and development driven by its 

potential to provide versatile diagnostic tools in biology and medicine. Specific sensing 

technology is used depending on the applications which can be subdivided in two main 

groups: measuring a magnetic field from people and detecting magnetically labelled bio 

substances. The human body is mostly composed of what is normally regarded as 

nonmagnetic materials. In reality, every substance has some magnetic sensitivity, however 

small, being paramagnetic or diamagnetic. Their response is greatly limited by thermal 

fluctuations. In addition to this there is a further source of a magnetic field due to the neural 

activity which operates continuously throughout a living body. This neural activity involves 

movement of electric charges and, as such gives rise to magnetic fields. In principle, these 

fields represent a description of the neural activity and can be studied to help 

understanding the workings of the human body as well as provide an aid to diagnosis. On 

the other hand, they can be predicted and quantified by the fundamental laws of 

electromagnetic. In the other stream of applications, the use of magnetic labels allows the 

detection of various bio molecular reactions in immunoassays. It also results in a number of 

additional functionalities, such as transport of bio-molecules to a specific location, on-chip 

magnetic immuno-separation and testing or accelerating bio-molecular binding events. 

The magnitudes of the magnetic fields involved are very small, being in the sub-nanoTesla 

region and their detection requires very sensitive instrumentation. We have extremely 

sensitive magnetic technology: SQUID magnetometer (superconducting quantum 

interference device). The noise level of the SQUID detection is in femto-Tesla so it could 

become an ideal instrument for studying magnetic fields from biological subjects (see, for 

example, Sternickel & Braginski, 2006). However, the cost involved and the complex 

cryogenic technology present huge hurdles that have prevented SQUID (including high 

transition temperature requiring liquid nitrogen) from becoming widely used. Several field 

measurements from various parts of the body were published and summarised in (Wikswo , 

1999). Figure 1 presents comparison of some common magnetic fields and those generated 

by different parts of the human body. The signals from the brain are at about 1 picoTesla or 

less but from other parts of the body (such as the eyes and the stomach) are at levels an 

order of magnitude larger. One of the largest signals results from the heart which is at the 

level of about 25pT. The detection of this level of a magnetic field does not require all the 
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potential of SQUIDs and other high performance magnetometers (Ripka, 2001) can be used. 

Here we will discuss the potential of using as biosensors such magnetometers as giant 

magnetoresistive (GMR) and giant magnetoimpedance (GMI) sensors placing emphasis on a 

relatively new GMI sensing technology which could overcome many limitations of SQUID 

and magnetoresistive sensing platforms. As far as the detection of magnetic labels is 

concerned, we will consider the advantages of the detection method based on non linear 

magnetisation of magnetic labels through generation of high frequency harmonic spectra 

often referred to as magnetic particle spectral method (MPS). In both GMI and MPS the 

dynamic magnetisation processes are involved and we categorise them as electromagnetic 

bio sensing platform.  

 
 

 

Fig. 1. Comparison of some common magnetic fields with those from human body. 

Magnetoresitive sensing technology benefits from recent research and technological 
advances aiming the design of ultra high density magnetic memory hard discs and 
write/read heads (Prinz, 1998; Wolf 2001). However, limited sensitivity prevents the use of 
GMR sensors for measuring human magnetic fields, but they have been used to detect a 
variety of commercially available magnetic micro and nano beads as a basis for biochip 
development. The detection of molecular recognition (the interaction of complementary or 
affinity-linked biomolecules) with GMR has been shown. The sensor element can be made of 
a fraction of micron in size and can in principle provide the detection at the level of a single 
molecular interaction (Gaster et al, 2009). Yet, the GMR technology for biosensing is 
regarded as long-term development owing to the need to improve either sensitivity or 
highly spatial resolution. It requires precise manipulation of magnetic beads that must be 
transported to the sensor location. This approach makes the technology very specific, not 
suitable for a wider range of application, and in fact prevents its transfer from laboratory to 
end-user. GMI offers at least an order of magnitude higher magnetic field resolution (down 
to 10 PicoTesla) than GMR but is larger in size with a single sensing area limit of about 

5m×50m at frequencies of 20-250MHz. Integration of both GMR and GMI sensing 
concepts could be a possibility.  
The discovery of GMI effect in 1993 (Panina & Mohri, 1994; Beach & Berkowicz, 1994) had a 
strong impact on the development of micro magnetic sensors operating in the nano-Tesla 
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range (Zhukova et al, 2009; Mohri et al, 2001, 2002). In certain soft magnetic materials, such 
as composites of amorphous thin wires, the impedance change (GMI ratio) is in the range of 
more than 100 % in the MHz frequency band for the external magnetic fields of 0.1mTesla. 
One of the main activities in improving GMI technology is devoted to developing miniature 
GMI systems preserving high sensitivity. This could be realised in ultrathin 
amorphous/nanocrystalline wires and multilayer structures with inner silver/gold lead. In 
particularly, the modelling results for CoFeSiB/Au/CoFeSiB multilayers with in-plane size 

of 20m×100m and thickness of 1m demonstrate the GMI ratio of more than 300% at 350 
MHz (Morikawa et al, 1997;  Hika et al, 1994). Further miniaturisation and high GMI ratios 
are proposed to be achieved employing structures having a special spiral type of anisotropy 
(Panina et al, 2001). GMI sensors and particular their arrays provide the needed sensitivity 
for magnetic cardiography  (MCG) and some laboratories have already reported successful 
detecting cardiac signals with the use of GMI (Uchiyama et al, 2009). An MCG allows details 
of the localised electrical activity of the heart to be revealed, enabling accurate diagnosis of 
heart conditions. The development of room temperature MCG would be of great importance 
for wide practical use. 
We further will discuss the use of non linear magnetisation of magnetic labels for their 
sensitive detection. Magnetic labels or carriers, also referred to as microspheres, microbeads 
and nanoparticles, have found wide-ranging scientific and clinical application in 
biotechnological and biomedical research (Haukanes & Kvam, 1993), most notably in the 
areas of bioseparations, molecular biology and drug delivery. The labels used are non-
remanent paramagnetic or superparamagnetic beads. The magnetic material within the label 
exists as small particles (usually iron oxide), having random moments. A conventional 
magnetic sensor system relies on the alignment of these moments within the label to 
produce a measurable fringe field. On the other hand, the magnetisation of such magnetic 
particles is a nonlinear function of external magnetic field and capable of generating high 
frequencies harmonics having high signal to noise ratio, thus, high detection sensitivity.  
Therefore, the purpose of this chapter will be to promote relatively new magnetic sensing 
technologies for use in biomedical field. GMI and MPS can offer very high sensitivity (sub 
nano-Tesla range), low cost, with the benefit of a portable operation. In many areas of 
medical applications, such as MCG and magnetic immunoassays, the importance of these 
sensing technologies cannot be overestimated as they may provide relatively simple room-
temperature tests, which could be realised in any general hospital, unlike such expensive 
methods as SQUID magnetometry.  

2. SQUID magnetometers for biosensing applications 

SQUID instrument depends on the effects of magnetic fields on circuits containing 
superconducting (Josephson) junctions. The temperature at which these operate is 

traditionally at about 4 Kelvin which is the temperature of liquid Helium. A Josephson 
junction, which is the essential part of a SQUID device, is effectively a weak link between 
two superconductors that is capable of carrying supercurrents below a critical value. There 
are two types of SQUIDs: rf SQUIDs and dc SQUIDs. In both types, the device consists of a 
superconducting ring interrupted by one (rf) or two (dc) Josephson junctions. The difference 
between the two is in the nature of the biasing current being an rf or a dc. In either type, the 
properties of the Josephson junction cause the impedance of the ring to vary periodically as 
a function of the magnetic flux crossing the ring. With the use of a lock-in detector to 
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measure the impedance, SQUIDs can operate as flux-to-voltage converters with highest 
magnetic sensitivity of any magnetometer in existence. Recently, with the discovery of high-

temperature superconductors, SQUID systems at liquid nitrogen temperatures (e.g. 70 
Kelvin) have been built although the noise level is significantly higher than that of the liquid 
helium systems (Mahdi & Mapps, 2000). A typical principle of operation is to detect two 
magnetic signals at different distances from the source and arrange for these to be in 
opposition around a local supercooled circuit. This ‘gradiometer’ approach eliminates most 
of the noise – caused by spurious magnetic fields originating from, for example, electrical 
devices or natural (geomagnetic) sources. A typical unshielded laboratory has a noise level 
in the dc to ten hertz frequency region of about 10-7 Tesla so a magnetically screened 
environment is usually required for these studies. The basic requirement has been for a 
noise level of the measuring environment to be lower than the sensor limit and this has 
caused the design and construction of sophisticated screened rooms in hospitals 
environments (Ter Brake, 1991). The screened rooms currently in use employ large amounts 
of mu-metal and are generally built as hospital rooms where patients can walk in and sit 
under comparatively large SQUID detector systems. For smaller systems this will not be 
necessary since screening is actually only needed in the detection zone, for example around 
the head. For this a screened ‘hat’ is envisaged which will be at much lower cost. Also 
various techniques are available for providing noise cancellation such as at the National 
Physical Laboratory, Teddington, U.K. where ‘negative’ noise is generated and added to the 
noise in the measurement zone by a Helmholz coil system (Hall, 2001).  
A single measurement of a field, for example, near the head has only a very limited value in 
neural analysis of the brain. Therefore, multiple SQUID systems have been devised and 
used in an attempt to build up a picture of the increased neural brain activity that results, 
for example, when the biological subject of the study has been stimulated in some way. The 
development of multiple SQUID systems has also led to an acceleration of research on MEG 
systems having, typically, 150 SQUID sensors arranged in a framework around the head. A 
great deal of research on this has been done by Professor Ueno in Japan (Iramina et al, 2001; 
Iramina et al, 1997). Similar multiple detection systems have also been developed for EEG in 
the past and an interesting comparison can be made with MEG.  

3. GMR for biosensing applications 

Giant magnetoresistive (GMR) sensors as biosensors are mainly developed in conjunction 
with magnetic immonoassays. Magnetoresistive-based biochips were first introduced in 
1998 by the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) and since then an increasing number of 
research laboratories and companies have been developing such systems (Graham et al., 
2004; Megens & Prinz, 2005; Tamanaha et al., 2008; Xu et al., 2008, Martinsa et al, 2009). The 
use of small magnetic particles or beads in biomedical sciences has increased significantly in 
recent years (Haukanes & Kvam, 1993). Integration of sensor design with magnetic-particle 
and assay development is a significant part of this research. Magnetic labels usually are 
superparamagnetic or non-remanent ferromagnetic in nature, with nano- or micrometer 
dimensions, and can attach to the target biomolecules. Under an applied magnetic field 
these particles or beads acquire a moment and their fringe field can induce a change in 
resistance of the magnetoresistive sensor, enabling biomolecular recognition detection. 
The change in material resistance, which occurs when the magnetisation changes from 
parallel, with respect to the direction of current flow, to transverse is known as anisotropic 
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magnetoresistive effect (AMR). AMR is present in ferromagnetic alloys such as NiFe, 
NiFeCo, but the resistance change is small. A large change in resistance up to 70% ( Baibich 
et al, 1988) is based on the spin dependent interfacial and bulk scattering asymmetry that is 
found for spin-up and spin-down conduction electrons crossing ferromagnetic–
nonmagnetic–ferromagnetic multilayer structures, where the parallel or antiparallel 
alignment of the ferromagnetic layers can be engineered. Then, the resistance of two thin 
ferromagnetic layers separated by a thin nonmagnetic conducting layer can be altered by 
changing the moments of the ferromagnetic layers from parallel to antiparallel. Layers with 
parallel magnetic moments will have less scattering at the interfaces, longer mean free paths, 
and lower resistance. Layers with antiparallel magnetic moments will have more scattering 
at the interfaces, shorter mean free paths, and higher resistance. For spin-dependent 
scattering to be a significant part of the total resistance, the layers must be thinner than the 
mean free path of electrons in the bulk material. For many ferromagnets the mean free path 
is tens of nanometers, so the layers themselves must each be typically thinner than 10 nm. 
There are various methods of obtaining antiparallel magnetic alignment in thin 
ferromagnet-conductor multilayers. The structures currently used in GMR sensors are 
unpinned sandwiches, antiferromagnetic multilayers and spin valves.  
 

 

Fig. 2. Spin-valve multilayer system. 

The structure of the spin-valve sensor used in (Martinsa et al, 2009) is shown in Fig. 2. The 
pinned and free layers are deposited with the easy axes in parallel orientation. The shape 
anisotropy is then used to rotate the easy axis of the free-layer at 90◦ to get a linear response. 
The sensor element is patterned by direct write laser photolithography and ion milling, 

resulting in U-shaped sensors with a final active area of 2.5×80 m2. Patterned sensors have 

an average magnetoresistance of 7.5%. A differential sensor set-up uses a reference sensor 
in the Wheatstone bridge architecture to enable thermal and electrical (mains) drift 
compensation between a biologically active sensor and a biologically inactive sensor.  
The fields required to change the magnetisation direction in one of the layers could be in 
kOe range resulting in a reduced sensitivity. When used as biosensors, the needed 
sensitivity was obtained thanks to the combination of detection and manipulation of 
magnetic particles. The secret of the sensitivity improvement lies within the location of the 
magnetic markers on the chip via active guiding of magnetic particles using on-chip 
generated magnetic forces. First, a sandwich assay is built up on the device surface, 
followed by labelling with magnetic particles. Then, the bound magnetic particles are 
released and transported to the position that theoretically gives rise to the maximal signal, 
ensuring the most sensitive detection. This process is schematically demonstrated in Fig. 3. 
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Magnetic label detection has been accomplished by using different types of integrated GMR 
sensor designs, such as stripes, meander, spirals, and serpentine-shaped GMR sensors. 
Different shapes of GMR sernsors were tried in an attempt to optimize the sensor active 
surface, averaged stray magnetic fields and on-chip manipulation and transport of magnetic 
beads. 
 

 

Fig. 3. Schematic of a biochip which is composed of GMR sensors, an array of probe 
biomolecules (biomolecules B of known identity) immobilized onto the surface of the 
sensors, magnetic labels functionalized with target biomolecules (A) that bind to the sensor 
surface through biomolecular recognition. The magnetic fringe field resulting from the 
magnetic moment of the label induced by an on-chip applied magnetic field changes the 
resistance of the sensor, resulting in a voltage signal. 

Typical target analyte resolutions today are near 1pM for passive detection (INESC MN) 
using spin valve sensors (few nT/Hz 1/2) at thermal background. The sensor element covers 

partially the probe immobilization area (few hundred m2). Increase in sensitivity is being 
pursued by moving towards low noise magnetic tunnel junction based platforms. INESC 
MN has demonstrated field resolutions down to few tens pT/ Hz ½ (Martinsa et al, 2009). 
Although single molecule process detection is within reach by reducing the sensor size 
towards the magnetic label dimension, for practical applications, the challenge resides in 
increasing sensitivity to allow detection of few sub 100 nm labels with a dynamic range up 
to few thousand labels on a point of care portable device. Furthermore, the use of labelled 
targets has allowed the use of current lines for magnetically assisted hybridization. INESC-
MN has been exploring this ability to enhance the sensitivity and specificity via active 
guiding of magnetic beads using on-chip generated magnetic forces, hoping to reach 
detection sensitivity into the fM range (Martinsa et al, 2009). This approach makes the 
technology very specific, not suitable for a wider range of application, and in fact prevents 
its transfer from laboratory to end-user. 
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4. Biosensor based on non linear magnetization detection 

One of the most promising approaches in developing magnetic biosensors associated with the 
use of magnetic labelling is based on non-linear magnetisation of magnetic beads. Non-linear 
magnetisation processes result in the generation of higher order harmonics which can be 
detected and discriminated for use in remote sensing and monitoring (Ong & Grimes, 2002). 
Typically, as biological labels, nanosized magnetic particles are used which are in a single 
domain state and demonstrate superparamagnetic behaviour with an essential non-linearity. 
The non-linear magnetisation permits easy discrimination of these particles from surrounding 
paramagnetic materials and their reliable detection by high harmonic spectrum techniques for 
many biological applications. The magnetization of non-interacting particles obeys the 
Langevin function as shown in Fig. 4. If a system of such magnetic particles is excited by a 
harmonically oscillating magnetic field of frequency 降 its magnetisation response 警岫建岻 is non-
linear and contains integer multiples of 降, so-called higher harmonics. This non linear 
magnetisation response can be detected inductively and evaluated spectroscopically. 
Therefore, this detection method is often referred to as magnetic particle spectroscopy (MPS). 
The induced inductive voltage is proportional to the rate of the magnetisation change: 

撃岫建岻 ∝ 項警項建  

This represents the measurable quantity which also reflects the magnetisation response’s 
degree of distortion: it is clearly not harmonic anymore. The excitation magnetic field, the 
response functions and the voltage signals are depicted in Fig. 5.  
 

 

Fig. 4. Plot of the Langevin function representing the relative magnetization of a system of 
noninteracting and freely rotatable magnetic moments. 

The next step is to obtain the detected signal’s frequency spectrum, i.e. resolving the harmonic 
contributions and their amplitudes. Therefore, the time signal has to be transformed into the 
frequency domain by a Fourier transformation. Generally, the exact calculation of Fourier 
series coefficients is too difficult or impossible. Instead, 撃岫建岻– no matter if it was gained 
synthetically (analytically/ numerically) or in an experiment – is analysed numerically using a 
discrete Fourier transformation (DFT). Therefore, 撃岫建岻 has to be sampled with a specific rate 血鎚銚陳椎鎮勅, yielding a set of data points 撃沈岫建沈岻. Then, DFT transforms 撃沈岫建沈岻 into 畦沈岫降沈岻, i.e. it 

resolves the complex amplitude 畦沈 for a specific frequency 降沈.  
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Fig. 5. Harmonic magnetic excitation H(t) of superparamagnetic particles. Transfer function 
M(H)(top left). Magnetization response M(t)  (top right). Response’s time derivative, which 
is proportional to measurable voltage V(t) (bottom right). 

 

 

Fig. 6. Idealised response function 警岫茎岻: linear for |茎| < 茎懲 and constant for |茎| 伴 茎懲  
(top). Magnetic excitation and step-wise susceptibility 項警/項茎	(bottom). 
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For illustration of the method, an idealised response function: linear with saturation, as 
shown in Fig. 6 is considered. The magnetization saturates when the magnetising field 
exceeds a characteristic value, denoted by 茎懲. Suppose, that the magnetising field is 
changing as 茎 = 茎待潔剣嫌降建	. Then, the voltage signal is proportional to 

撃 ∝ 項警項茎 穴茎穴建 = 茎待降 sin 降建 項警項茎  (1) 

The case of interest is when the amplitude of the magnetising field is sufficient to reach the 
saturation:  茎懲 < 茎待 for which  項警/項茎 is a step-wise function: 

項警項茎 = 崔警聴茎懲 = 鋼, 捲待 < 捲 = 降建 < 講 − 捲待, 捲待 = cos貸怠岫茎懲 /茎待岻ど, 剣建ℎ結堅拳件堅結嫌 . (2) 

Since the voltage signal in (1) is an odd function of time, the Fourier spectra will be 
represented by sin-series: 

撃岫捲岻 = 布 畦津 sin 券捲著
津退怠 , −講 ≤ 捲 = 降建 < 講. (3) 

In this case, the harmonic coefficients 畦津 can be expressed analytically for any 券:  

畦怠 ∝ に茎待降鋼講 豹 sin 捲 sin 捲穴捲訂貸掴待
掴待 = 茎待降鋼講 岷講 − に捲待 + 岫sin に捲待岻峅 . (4) 

畦態賃袋怠 ∝ 茎待降鋼に講 峪sin に倦岫講 − 捲待岻 − sin に倦岫捲待岻倦 − sin に岫倦 + な岻岫講 − 捲待岻 − sin に岫倦 + な岻岫捲待岻岫倦 + な岻 崋. (5) 

In (5), = な,に, … . The spectra calculated from (4) and (5) for different values of parameter ℎ = 茎待/茎懲 which reflects the degree of non-linearity are shown in Fig. 7.  
 

 

Fig. 7. Harmonic spectra for magnetisation response function of Fig. 6 and described by Eqs. 
(1), (2). 
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It is seen that certain high –order harmonics preserve relatively large values (as harmonics 
19 and 21 for ℎ = な.の ) and can be used for determination of the magnetic particle 
concentration. It is also interesting to notice that the spectra have specific characteristics 
depending on parameter ℎ, such as non monotonic decrease with increasing 券, which can be 
used for magnetic particle discrimination in multiparameteric analysis. The spectra will 
change dramatically in the presence of off-set dc magnetic field. Utilising spatially 
dependent off-set field, imaging techniques with non-linear magnetic particles can be 
developed (Gleich & Weizenecker, 2005; Weizenecker et al, 2009). The achieved resolution is 
well below 1 mm and the method has the potential to be developed into an imaging method 
characterised by both high spatial resolution as well as high sensitivity. 
 

 

Fig. 9. Arrays of inductive coils and immobilization zones for multi component 
immunoassay. 

Further, magnetic particles with non-linear response can be subjected to multi tone 
excitation. It was proposed to use the interrogation magnetic field with two frequencies, 降怠	 
and 降態, the first one being considerably higher (Nikitin et al, 2007, 2008). The amplitude of 
the lower frequency tone is chosen high enough to get a strong non-linearity of 警岫茎岻. For 
example, this component may periodically ‘switch’ on and off the capability of magnetic 
particles to change the magnetisation. When the particle can be further magnetised, the 
higher frequency component 降怠 contributes to the resulting induction signal. As a result, the 
response signal 撃岫建岻 is non-linearly modulated by both frequencies. The spectral response is 
measured at combinatorial frequencies 降津陳 = 兼降怠 + 券降態, where 兼 and 券 are integers. This 
technique results in much higher SNR than in the case of a single-tone excitation. It was 
successfully applied for multi-component analysis using coil-arrays and zones with 
different immobilised agents as shown in Fig. 9. Several sensing configurations for 
superparamagnetic particle detection have been developed in a wide linear dynamic range 
(3 ng–70 mg) in the volume of 0.1–0.4 cm3. The sensitivity of this type of magnetic 
immunoassays at the level of 0.1 ng/ml for soluble proteins of LPS from F. tularensis has 
been demonstrated (Nikitin et al, 2007). 

5. Giant magnetoimpedance (GMI)  

Giant magnetoimpedance (GMI) has at least one order of magnitude higher sensitivity than 
GMR and can be developed for measurements of magnetic fields from human body such as 
the fields from heart and muscles, as well as for magnetic immunoassays.   
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5.1 Basic principles of GMI  
First experiments on GMI dated to 1993 were obtained with amorphous magnetic wires and 
ribbons utilizing a simple concept of measuring an ac voltage in the presence of a dc 
magnetic field 茎勅掴 applied in parallel with the current (Panina & Mohri, 1994; Beach & 
Berkowicz, 1994). For wires with the composition (Co0.94Fe0.06)72.5Si12.5B15 having almost zero 
magnetostriction of -10-7 the impressive sensitivity (the impedance ratio per a unit of 
magnetic field) of up to 100%/Oe at MHz frequencies was quickly realised. Since then, the 
range of materials exhibiting large and sensitive GMI rapidly expanded including 
nanocrystalline wires and ribbons, as well as more sophisticated materials as multilaered 
wires and films (Vazquez et al, 2011; Panina, 2009; Phan & Peng, 2008; Knobel & Pirota , 
2002). GMI can be considered as a high frequency analogy of giant magnetoresistance. 
However, the origin of GMI lies in classical electromagnetism and can be understood in 
terms of the skin effect in conjunction with the transverse magnetization induced by a 
passing ac current 件 = 件待結捲喧岫−倹降建岻. For some simple geometries and magnetic structures the 
impedance can be approximated by an analytical form valid for any frequency. Thus, for a 
wire with a circular cross section and circular domain structure placed in an axial magnetic 
field 茎勅掴 and carrying a current 件, the impedance is given by ( Panina et al, 1994): 

傑 = 迎鳥頂岫倦欠岻蛍待岫倦欠岻に蛍怠岫倦欠岻  (6) 

倦 = な + 倹絞陳 , 絞陳 = 潔紐に講購降航釘 (7) 

In (6) and (7), 迎鳥頂 is the dc resistance of the wire, 欠 is the wire radius, 蛍待, 蛍怠 are the Bessel 
functions, 購 is the conductivity, 潔 is the velocity of light (cgs units are used),  絞陳  is the 

penetration depth depending on the wire circular  permeability 航釘, 倹 = √−な . The circular 
permeability should be defined considering the full ac permeability tensor 航̂ from the 
constituent equation: 決釘 = 岫航̂酸岻釘 = 航釘ℎ釘, which connects the ac magnetic field 酸 and 
induction 産.  Equation (6) is valid if the induced axial induction 決佃 = ど. For high frequencies, 
when the skin depth is smaller than the wire radius, the impedance becomes inversely 
proportional to 絞陳, and hence, proportional to 紐航釘.      
 

 

Fig. 10. MI plots in glass-coated CoFeNiSiB wires having a metal core diameter of 48 m and 

the total diameter of 50 m with a dc current as a parameter    
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Therefore, the changes in permeability which could be few orders of magnitude when the dc 
magnetisation is rotated from circular direction to the axial direction can be detected by 
measuring the wire impedance (Garcia et al, 2000). The example of GMI characteristics in 
amorphous wires is given in Fig. 10 showing the sensitivity up to 90%/Oe. The samples are 
glass coated wires with well established circumferential anisotropy. 
In the MHz frequency range, the parameter 航釘 in general has contributions from domain 

wall displacements and moment rotation. For sensor applications, it is preferable to 
eliminate the domain structure in order to avoid Barkhausen jumps noise. For wires with a 
helical type of anisotropy, this can be done by applying a dc bias current 荊長 as shown in Fig. 
10. However, this current contributes to magnetic hardness so the sensitivity reduces and 
the value of 荊長 should be carefully optimized. 
For a complicated magnetic configuration which support modes with axial induction 決佃, 
equation (6) becomes invalid and asymptotic or numerical methods should be used to 
calculate the impedance at arbitrary frequency even for a wire with a circular cross-section 
(Makhnovsky et al, 2001). However, at high frequencies when the skin effect is strong 
(欠 ≫ 絞陳), the following asymptotic form for the local surface impedance parameter 郊佃佃 =結跳/ℎ釘 , which is the ratio of the tangential components of electric and magnetic fields at the 

surface, can be used: 

郊佃佃 = 潔岫な − 倹岻ね講購絞待 盤紐航葡 潔剣嫌態肯 + 嫌件券態肯匪, 絞待 = 潔√に講購降 (8) 

In (8), the angle 肯 is the angle between the dc magnetisation and the current direction. The 
magnetic parameter 航葡 is the effective transverse permeability with respect to the dc 
magnetisation. Equation (8) demonstrates clearly the role of the dc magnetisation in 
determining the high frequency impedance and is very useful for designing the materials 
with required GMI characteristics.  
Substantial amount of works on GMI have been devoted to the asymmetric effects (Panina 
et al, 2004; Ueno et al, 2004; Delooze et al, 2003; Panina et al, 1999). In the case of sensor 
applications, the linearity of GMI is an important feature. On the other hand, the GMI 
characteristics presented in Fig. 10 are not only non-linear, but also shaped in a way that the 
operation near zero-field point can present serious problems. Generally, a dc bias field is 
used to set properly the operating point on the GMI characteristics, which can be regarded 
as producing asymmetry with respect to the sensed field 茎勅掴. Therefore, for linear sensing 
the asymmetrical magnetoimpedance (AMI) is of great importance. There are mainly two 
ways to realise AMI. The first one is due to asymmetrical static magnetic structure, which 
can be established in multilayers involving a hard magnetic layer or a layer with a helical 
anisotropy. The other method is based on the dynamic cross-magnetisation processes. The 
linear GMI characteristics can be also obtained when detecting the induced voltage from the 
coil mounted on GMI element when it is excited by a high frequency current (Sandacci et al, 
2004). This is based on off-diagonal component of the impedance. This configuration was 
adopted by Aichi Steel for the development of miniature compass for mobile 
communication (Mohri & Honkura , 2007; Honkura, 2002). 
The condition of a strong skin effect to obtain large GMI may not be required for 
multilayered systems having an inner conductive lead. If its resistance is considerably 
smaller than the resistance of the magnetic layers the current mainly flows along the 
conductive lead. With these assumptions, the expression for the impedance can be written in 
the form (Hika et al, 1996): 
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傑 = 迎頂 − 倹降Φ潔件  (9) 

where 迎頂 is the resistance of the inner conductor and  Φ is the total transverse magnetic flux 
generated by the driving current 件 in the magnetic layers. The second term in (9) can be 
made much larger than 迎頂 in a wide frequency range from MHz to GHz bands in structures 
with Cu, Ag, Au inner leads and soft magnetic amorphous outer layers of submicron cross 
section. In particular, multilayered thin films would be of interest for sensing applications in 
the context of miniaturisation and compatibility with integrated circuit technology.  

5.2 Magnetic wires for GMI  

Thin amorphous ferromagnetic wires of Co-rich compositions having a negative 
magnetostriction are very popular for GMI applications (Vazquez et al, 2011; Mohri et al, 
2009; Zhukov & Zhukova, 2009). In the outer layer of the wire, an internal stress from 
quenching coupled with the negative magnetostriction results in a circumferential 
anisotropy and an alternate left and right handed circular domain structure (Takajo et al, 
1993). In this case, the circular magnetization processes determining the GMI behaviour are 
very sensitive to the axial magnetic field. Along with this, special types of anisotropy as a 
helical one can be established in the outer layer by a corresponding annealing treatment, 
which results in unusual asymmetric GMI behaviour. Many experimental results on GMI 
and designed magnetic sensors utilise amorphous wires of (Co1-xFex)SiB compositions with 捲 < ど.どは to decrease the magnetostriction down to −など貸胎 and the characteristic saturation 
magnetic fields down to few Oe.  
 

 

Fig. 11. AMI plots in torsion annealed wires (280 turn/m, 500C) with bI  as a parameter. 

Currently, there are basically two methods of wire fabrication techniques. The first one 
utilises in-water-spinning method for which as-cast wires have a diameter of 125 microns 

(Ogasawara & Ueno, 1995). The wires then cold drawn down to 20 - 30 m,  and finally 
annealed under stress to established a needed anisotropy. In the case of negative 
magnetostrictive wires, annealing under a tension induces a circumferential anisotropy for 
which the GMI plots shown in Fig. 10 are typical. If the wire is annealed under torsion stress 
a helical type of the anisotropy is introduced which is important for asymmetrical GMI as 
shown in Fig. 11 (Panina, 2004).  
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Fig. 12. Sketch of a glass-coated wire. 

 

 

Fig. 13. GMI plots in Co67Fe3.85Ni1.45B11.5Si14.5Mo1.7 glass-coated wires for different values of 貢. 穴栂 is about 22 m. 

The other technique produces amorphous wires in a glass cover (see Fig. 12) by modified 

Tailor method  which is also referred to as Talor-Ulitovsky method (Zhukov et al, 2009; 

Larin et al, 2002; Zhukov et al, 2000; Chiriac et al, 1996). The method is based on drawing a 

thin glass capillary with molten metal alloy. The diameter of the metal core is ranging 

between 1-50 microns and even submicron cross section size is possible (Zhukov et al, 2008). 

In this case, different temperature expansion coefficients of glass and metal alloy result in a 

longitudinal tensile stress, which is needed for the circumferential anisotropy. The value of 

this stress and induced anisotropy depends on the wire composition and ratio		貢 = 穴栂/経栂 of 

the metal core diameter 穴栂 to the total diameter 経栂. This is a simple one-step process 

allowing a strict control of properties in as-cast state and optimisation of the GMI 

characteristics. Figure 13 (Zhukova et al, 2002) shows the GMI ratio vs. external field for 

different values of 貢. For a very thin glass layer, the GMI ratio reaches 600% for a field of 

about 1 Oe at a frequency of 10 MHz. This is the best result obtained so far for any GMI 

system.  

5.3 Multilayered films for GMI 

Magnetic/metallic multilayers are especially important for miniaturisation of GMI elements 
and realising arrays of GMI sensors. The basic structure consists of an inner conductive lead 
(M) and two magnetic layers (F) as shown in Fig. 14. The magnetic layers could be made of 
the same alloy, yet, they can be produced with different magnetic anisotropies. In particular, 

for asymmetric magnetoimpedance the anisotropy axes have to be directed at an angle   

to the long (current) axis, respectively for the upper and lower magnetic layers. Such 
anisotropy can be induced, for example, by current annealing in the presence of a 
longitudinal field. 
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Fig. 14. Sketch of multilayered films. The case of crossed magnetic anisotropy axes in the 
bottom and top layers makes it possible to obtain almost linear GMR characteristics .  

If the edge effects are neglected (i.e., the film is treated as infinitely long in the plane 
directions) equation (9) for the impedance becomes (Hika et al, 1996): 

傑 = 迎頂岫な − に倹航葡 穴怠穴態絞頂態 岻 (10) 

Here に穴怠, 穴態 are the thicknesses of the inner and outer layers, respectively, 絞頂 is the skin depth 
in the metallic inner lead. Expression (10) shows that the GMI ratio in the sandwich film can be 
very large even at relatively low frequencies when the skin effect is not substantial, and has a 
linear dependence on the permeability. This conclusion can be illustrated as follows. At a 
frequency of 10 MHz, taking 穴怠 = 穴態 = ど.の	航兼  and 購寵通 = に ∙ など怠腿嫌貸怠(conductivity of 
Copper), we get 穴怠,態/絞頂 = ど.どねの (so, the skin effect is weak). A typical low-frequency change 
in the permeability 航葡 (having a rotational mechanism) under the application of the field equal 
to the anisotropy field is from 1 to 500; then, the impedance varies over 200% according to (10). 
In the case of a similar magnetic layer of submicron thickness, the change in the impedance 
would not be noticeable at these conditions since the skin effect is week. A considerable 
enhancement of the GMI effect in multilayers can be achieved by insulator separation between 
the conductive lead and the magnetic films, which prevents layer diffusion and further 
decreases the DC resistance. A CoSiB/SiO2 /Cu/SiO2/CoSiB multilayer of total thickness of 7 
microns exhibited the GMI ratio of 620% for 11 Oe (Morikawa et al, 1997).  
For a practical device design, the effect of in-plane sandwich width on GMI has to be studied. 
If the edge effect is neglected (approximation of an infinite width), the magnetic flux generated 
by the current flowing along the inner lead is confined within the outer magnetic layers. In a 
sandwich of finite width 2b, the flux leaks across the inner conductor (Panina et al, 2001). This 
process eventually results in the considerable drop in GMI ratio, if the film width is smaller 
than some critical value 決∗ depending on the transverse permeability and the thicknesses of 
the magnetic and conductive layers. This process is similar to that resulting in a drop in the 
efficiency of inductive recording heads and magnetoresistive thin-film devices. In the low- 

frequency limit, 決∗ = 紐穴怠穴態航葡. Typical parameters for the structures of interest are 穴怠~穴態~0.1-

0.5 m, に決~10-50 m and 航葡~など戴. This gives the value of 決∗~3-15 m, which is comparable to 
the half-width, suggesting that the size effects cannot be neglected. The results of modelling 
the maximum of the GMI ratio vs. frequency, with a width b as a parameter are shown in Fig. 
15. It can be concluded, that even for films narrower than 25 microns very high values of the 
GMI ratio can be obtained at higher frequency region which was  confirmed experimentally 
for  NiFe/Au/NiFe films (De Cos et al, 2005).  
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The most interesting results on thin film GMI are obtained in amorphous films CoFeB/Cu/ 
CoFeB with cross-anisotropy (Delooze et al, 2003; Ueno et al, 2000). The films were made on 
a glass substrate by dc sputtering. During the deposition, a constant magnetic field of 200 Oe 
was applied in the transverse direction to the GMI element in order to add uniaxial 
anisotropy. Finally, crossed anisotropy was induced in the sample by current annealing (30 

mA) in a longitudinal field of 11.8 Oe at a temperature of 215C. The anisotropy axes in the 

upper and bottom layers are at approximately 67 to the long axis, which was estimated 
from the DC magnetization loop measurements. Applying a bias current produces highly 
asymmetrical GMI plots as shown in Fig. 16 (Delooze et al, 2004). The differential 
characteristic from two oppositely biased GMI films is also given, demonstrating a near 

linear region in the field interval of 5 Oe. 
 

 

Fig. 15. Maximum of GMI ratio calculated at the anisotropy field, vs. frequency at different 
values of width 決. 	に岫穴怠+穴態岻 = な航兼, conductivity ratio is 50.  

 

 

Fig. 16. GMI characteristics in Co70.2Fe7.8B22 /Cu/ Co70.2Fe7.8B22 films with a DC bias current 
of 25 mA and their differential output. Magnetic films are amorphous. 	穴怠 = 穴態 = ど.の	航兼.  
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6. GMI sensor design and biomedical applications  

There is a number of high frequency circuits designed to drive GMI elements. One of the 
most successful solutions utilises a pulse excitation of the GMI element with the help of C-
MOS digital circuits(Mohri & Honkura, 2007; Mohri et al, 2002, Shen et al, 1997). The circuit 
with a C-MOS IC multivibrator as shown in Fig. 17 produces sharp-pulsed current of 
duration 5–20 ns. 
 

 

Fig. 17. High-stability CMOS IC with analog-switch type GMI sensor circuit 

 

 

Fig. 18. Three axis electric compass using amorphous wire GMI element. 

Pulse excitation provides: simplicity of electronic design, low cost components, and 
reasonably good stability since C-MOS multivibrator oscillation frequency almost does not 
depend on the impedance characteristics of the GMI elements. Power consumption of this 
circuit is also small (10mW). In addition, such pulsed current involves both high frequency 
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(20–100 MHz) and low (quasi-DC) harmonics. Therefore, it can be ideally used for the 
asymmetrical GMI requiring a dc or ac bias. Generally, the method provides the field 
detection resolution of 10-4 Oe (10nT) for dc fields and 10-6 Oe (100pT) for ac fields. Recently, 
Aichi Steel Co. has developed GMI-sensor IC-chip (shown in Fig. 18) for mobile phone 
electronic compass for mass production (Mohri & Honkura, 2007). The restrictions in the 
field resolution at that level are not due to the intrinsic limitations of advanced GMI 
elements, but related with the circuit performance. For biomagnetic sensing with GMI 
further improvements in circuitry are needed, which was achieved with the use of CMOS 
timer circuit as the multi-vibrator oscillator to effectively reduce circuit noise. In a shielded 
environment and differential signal amplification, the rms noise was estimated as 3 pT/Hz 
1/2 at 1 Hz (Uchiyama et al; 2009). 
In another approach to GMI sensor design, a single frequency excitation is used (Delooze et 

al, 2005; Yabukami et al, 2004; Yabukami et al, 2001). The sensor measurement system 

represents a single frequency network analyzer to measure the magnitude of the incident 

reflected power produced by a mismatch in the complex impedance between the source and 

load. Typically, GMI thin-film elements are used in this scheme. The incident power or 

carrier is produced by a Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) filtered crystal oscillator designed for 

low power, portable applications. The reflected power is separated from the incident power 

by means of a directional coupler based on an active op-amp design which provides non-

magnetic coupling approach to lower noise. When the impedance of the GMI element 

matches the impedance of the source (50Ω) the maximum amount of power is transferred to 

it. With no external field the carrier is suppressed by 60dB. An AC external field causes 

variation in the 50Ω impedance of the sensor element, which is measured as an AM 

modulation on the suppressed carrier in the reflected incident power. This is then 

demodulated, filtered, amplified and measured. For high frequency field detection 

(>10MHz), the resolution is in the range of pT. Low frequency phase noise (1/f) of the 

oscillator limits the performance of the sensor at frequencies lower than 1 kHz. A technique 

to overcome this problem is to firstly modulate (chop) the low frequency AC field to be 

measured with a locally produced high frequency field (1 to 5 kHz). The second local 

modulation field shifts the measurement field of interest to a higher frequency offset from 

the local modulation. This allows the measurement of the low frequency field in the 

spectrum of the oscillator that is not affected by the phase noise. The achieved ac biased 

field performance is as following: a 20 Hz field has a resolution of 5.27 x 10-6 Oe, and at 10 

Hz it is 9.33 x 10-6 Oe (Delooze et al, 2004). An improvement of the phase noise of the 

oscillator, electronics and the use of screening could further increase the performance of the 

sensor. With these improvements, the GMI sensor technique will be suitable for a wide 

range of bio-medical applications.  

After 10pT resolution of GMI sensors was confirmed in a number of laboratories, GMI-wire 

and GMI-multilayers sensors were tested for use in the fields of advanced intelligent 

transport systems, public automation systems, and security systems. It further was 

recognised that GMI sensors may represent a viable alternative for the conventional 

biosensors. Firstly, GMI- wire sensors were used in magnetic immunoassays (Chiriac. & 

Herea, 2007). The sensor system contained a pair of glass-coated amorphous microwires one 

of them was copolymer-functionalized. The sensor response to the presence of different 

magnetic microparticles as perturbating agents for the external dc magnetic field was 

studied. This type of magnetic biosensor prototype was then used for biomolecule detection.  
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More importantly, the GMI sensor technology was applied for biological magnetic field 
detection. The GMI sensor based on C-MOS IC with a pair of amorphous wires for 
differential output was successfully applied for measurements of biocell magnetic fields 
(Mohri et al, 2009; Uchiyama et al, 2009). This kind of detection can be developed to become, 
for example, an organ prediction method for iPS cell growth. When compared with the 
microelectrode method of biocell measurement, the magnetic method benefits from non-
invasion operations. The resolution of 10 pT was achieved when measuring the magnetic 
field generated by a smooth muscle tissue sample (4 mm width, 7 mm length, and 0.3 mm 
thickness) prepared from a guinea-pig bladder. The sample was dipped in an extracellular 
solution during the experiment. The pulsed wave was obtained due to Ca2+ flow through a 
membrane. The sample and differential sensor heads were separated by a cover glass. The 
distance from the sample to the upper sensor head was approximately 1mm. It is known 
that spontaneous electrical activities in smooth muscle cell clusters have a high temperature 
dependence (Nakayama et al, 2006). This was confirmed with magnetic detection. 
Maximum field strength of approximately 1 nT and a cyclic pulse wave can be observed at 
33 degrees centigrade. Alternatively, the amplitude of the magnetic field is less than 50 pT 
and cyclic pulse wave cannot be observed at 27 degrees centigrade.  
 

 

Fig. 19. Waveform of the cardiogram signal measured by CMOC GMI differential sensor in 
non-shielded environment. 

Both GMI-wire and GMI multilayers sensors were used for detecting cardiac magnetic field. 
The long axis of the sensor head is aligned parallel to the chest surface. The cardiogram 
signal was clearly detected under the no shield environment when the sensor head is very 
close to the chest surface. The waveform of the cardiogram is shown in Fig. 19 obtained with 
GMI-wire sensor(Uchiyama et al, 2009). The features of QRS and T waves correspond with 
the electrocardiogram. The maximum field strength of several nT is almost 50 times larger 
than the magneto-cardiogram measurement by a SQUID system using Sensor-to-Chest 
spacing of approximately 50 mm (Fong et al; 2004).  

7. Conclusions  

This Chapter summarises some magnetic technology used for detecting and measuring 
magnetic fields from human subjects and from magnetically tagged bio substances. It 
develops the argument that there will be an increasing desire for more ‘magnetic’ 
information about the human body in the future. The desire for this information will need to 
further the development of modern magnetic sensor techniques to compete with the now 
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well-established SQUID magnetometer technology. Measuring and monitoring magnetic 
fields from the human body is becoming a rapidly increasing subject of research. The very 
expensive use of the SQUID magnetometer up until now has produced many advances in 
the understanding of magnetic fields from our bodies. The advance of much cheaper room-
temperature sensor technologies offers the prospect of much greater use of magnetic field 
monitoring in medicine. In such cases it is also important to use low-cost shielding 
environments or carefully designed noise-suppressed detection systems. Two relatively new 
magnetic sensing technologies, namely, magnetoimpedance and magnetic particle 
spectroscopy, have a potential to replace the SQUID magnetometry in such areas as MCG 
and immunoassays.  
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